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Abstract 
 

Interpreting time varying phenomena is a key challenge in the capital markets. 

Time series analysis using autoregressive methods has been carried out over the 

last couple of decades, often with reassuring results. However, such methods 

sometimes fail to explain trends and cyclical fluctuations, which may be 

characterized by long-range dependencies or even dependencies between the input 

features. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether recurrent neural 

networks with LSTM-cells can be used to capture these dependencies, and 

ultimately be used as a complement for index trading decisions. Experiments are 

made on different setups of the S&P-500 stock index, and two distinct models are 

built, each one being an improvement of the previous model. The first model is a 

multivariate regression model, and the second model is a multivariate binary 

classifier. The output of each model is used to reason about the future behavior of 

the index. The experiment shows for the configuration provided that LSTM 

RNNs are unsuitable for predicting exact values of daily returns, but gives 

satisfactory results when used to predict the direction of the movement. 
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Sammanfattning 
 

Att förstå och kunna förutsäga hur index varierar med tiden och andra parametrar 

är ett viktigt problem inom kapitalmarknader. Tidsserieanalys med autoregressiva 

metoder har funnits sedan årtionden tillbaka, och har oftast gett goda resultat. 

Dessa metoder saknar dock möjligheten att förklara trender och cykliska 

variationer i tidsserien, något som kan karaktäriseras av tidsvarierande samband, 

men även samband mellan parametrar som indexet beror utav. Syftet med denna 

studie är att undersöka om recurrent neural networks (RNN) med long short-term 

memory-celler (LSTM) kan användas för att fånga dessa samband, för att slutligen 

användas som en modell för att komplettera indexhandel. Experimenten är gjorda 

mot en modifierad S&P-500 datamängd, och två distinkta modeller har tagits fram. 

Den ena är en multivariat regressionsmodell för att förutspå exakta värden, och 

den andra modellen är en multivariat klassifierare som förutspår riktningen på 

nästa dags indexrörelse. Experimenten visar för den konfiguration som presenteras 

i rapporten att LSTM RNN inte passar för att förutspå exakta värden för indexet, 

men ger tillfredsställande resultat när modellen ska förutsäga indexets framtida 

riktning. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
 

Financial indices are often nonstationary and the frequency characteristics depend 

on time. The trend we want to model is slow and protracted, and in real life the 

trend itself evolves in correspondence with new technologies, demographics and 

consumer preferences. The trend can be upward or downward with varying 

steepness, which means that the time series in our case rarely shows tendency of 

mean reversion, and thus the mean and variance can vary between different 

segments of the series. This has adverse effects on how the data should be 

preprocessed before entering training.  

In cases where the underlying condition between the data is assumed to be 

independent, normal feed-forward networks can utilize their ability to learn 

hierarchical representations of data to enable large-scale learning for machine 

perception tasks in both supervised as well as unsupervised applications [Farabet 

et. al, 2013]. However, the limitations of standard neural networks are evident 

when the underlying data cannot be assumed to be independent of each other. 

After each training example, the entire state of the network is forgotten, so no 

time dependencies can be modelled. This is unacceptable for data series that have 

inherent relations, such as video snippets, grammatical sentences or financial 

indices. Given the success of recurrent neural networks (RNN) with long short-

term memory (LSTM) optimization on sequence learning tasks such as language 

modeling, speech recognition, image caption generation, and machine translation 

[Sutskever et. al, 2015], it can be motivated by curiosity to investigate whether 

LSTM-RNNs can be used for financial time series modelling. 

The study aims to achieve social and economic impact by providing a method of 

setting prices right. This ensures that the markets are liquid, and that investors get 

what they pay for, which in the long term ultimately leads to capital flowing to the 

places where they are needed the most, as opposed to in an arbitrage market. For 

security issuers or asset managers overseeing securities funds, a robotized index 

analysis tool may provide the material needed to develop new financial instruments. 

 

1.2 Thesis scope 
 

The purpose of this thesis is not to investigate high frequent trade patterns; despite 

the fame that concept has gained from popular media. Instead, focus will be on 
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building a model that tries to capture long term patterns, cyclical and non-linear 

movements. The purpose is also to provide a selection of relevant research on the 

use of neural networks for time series analysis for Nordea Markets. Therefore the 

focus will be on building, modifying and evaluating the neural network, and less on 

the financial part of the project. 

 

1.3 Problem definition 

 

The experiments will be carried out on the S&P500 index and its stock 

components, but other datasets such as commodities or foreign exchange indices 

should work as well in theory.  It’s important to clarify that the predicted values, 

for both the regression as well as the classification model, are future values based 

on previously predicted values. The models will not use the whole training data set 

to predict the next value. The question tested can be framed as follows: 

 

Can recurrent neural networks with LSTM-cells be used to capture non-linear and cyclical 

patterns in financial time series, and what parameter settings should such a model have?  

 

1.4 Thesis structure 
 

Initially, a collection of related works and the learnings from them will be 

presented, followed by a theory section describing in detail the theory behind the 

neural network architecture and briefly touches upon the technical indicators used 

in this thesis. This part can be found under Chapter 2, Theory. Two models will be 

created for the experiment: A regression model, where the goal is to predict the 

next closing price given a training tensor of previous prices, and a binary classifier, 

whose goal is instead to predict the movement (up or down). A coarse grid search 

for the best parameters will be conducted for both models. These parts are 

covered under Chapter 3, Methodology. The results in graph and table formats will 

be presented under Chapter 4, Results. The thesis will be with Chapter 5, 

Discussion, where the results from both models are discussed, as well as their 

implications for the industry. 
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2. Theory 

2.1 Related work 

 

Techniques for time series analysis that uses machine learning approaches has 

been tried before, such as using genetic algorithms [Kaboudan 2000] and artificial 

neural networks [Zemke 1999]. Databases containing time series have been the 

subjects of data mining investigations [Keogh and Pazzani 1999]. Since the 

internet became the main method of transferring data, the popularity of analyzing 

financial time series have risen, especially in markets with high liquidity where the 

bid and ask orders are filled in an instant. While the stock market is neither the 

biggest nor the most liquid market in the world, it is a centralized market which 

means that its data is easier to obtain and understand, as opposed to the foreign 

exchange spot market, for example.  

[Thawornwong et. al, 2003] provide an approach in applying neural networks with 

technical analysis indicators for predicting stock behavior. Their study takes 

technical indicators into account and tries to uncover the underlying non-linear 

patterns of these indicators with respect to the underlying stock. While they show 

that the proportion of correct predictions and the profitability of stock trading 

guided by their model are higher than previous studies, they make use ordinary 

feed-forward networks to capture long-term dependencies and not recurrent 

neural networks. 

[Wang et. al, 2003] have studied whether trading volume help in short-term 

prediction, and as such should be used as a feature. They also use S&P500 and a 

similar loss function as this experiment. Their results show that trading volume has 

little effect on the performance of direction forecasting, and that sometimes it may 

lead to over-fitting. For forecasting accuracy, trading volume leads to irregular 

improvements. As such, the decision was made to complement the dataset used 

for this experiment with trading volume. 

[Naeini et.al, 2010] compares two different neural network architectures, a feed-

forward multilayer perceptron network and a recurrent neural network. The study 

finds that the recurrent neural network is better than MLP to predict the direction 

of the changes in the underlying security.  

Another similar study [Chen et.al, 2017] proposes many related features that can 

be used as input to a recurrent neural network model. An interesting find is text 

snippets obtained through social media used to gauge the market sentiment of a 
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stock. The authors propose that adding multimodal functionality to a neural 

network model will enhance its performance.  

 

2.1.1 A new approach on sequence learning 

 

Research on recurrent neural networks began in the early 1980s, when John 

Hopfield introduced the Hopfield network that could be trained to recognize 

patterns in data [Hopfield, 1982]. The patterns are defined by the final outcome of 

the trained weight matrix. By 1986, Michael Jordan contributed with a network 

architecture used for supervised learning of sequential data [Jordan, 1986]. This 

network looked similar to a feed-forward network, but with an added hidden layer 

of special units, which processed the data at each time step  and fed these values 

to the next time step + , enabling the network to “remember” what actions 

took place in the previous time step. Jeffrey Elman expanded on Jordan’s 
architecture by introducing the so called context unit for each unit in the hidden 

layer. These context units take as input the hidden state of the corresponding 

hidden cell via special edges of weight 1, processes the information and then 

propagates the result back to the hidden cell via a standard edges [Elman, 1990]. 

This self-connected architecture laid the fundamental groundwork for the concept 

of LSTM cells in RNNs [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997]. 

RNNs are one way of modelling time explicitly, but they do so by being efficient 

even when the data set is large. The Markov chain, first described by Andrei 

Markov in the 1906, can also model sequentiality but doesn’t scale well with the 

size of the underlying data. This is because the transition table capable of capturing 

the probability of moving between two time-adjacent states scales quadratically 

with the size of the discrete state space, and furthermore, the Viterbi algorithm 

used to find the most likely sequence of hidden states that results in a sequence of 

observed events has the same property as well [Viterbi, 1967]. In RNN models, 

the state space grows exponentially by each new node in the hidden layer, which 

enables a more powerful state representation than Markov chains does. However, 

RNNs are not only limited to temporal sequence data. They have been used in the 

analysis of space-sequenced data as well, such as genetic information [Baldi and 

Pollastri, 2003]. 
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2.1.2 Limitations of RNN and the introduction of LSTM cells 

 

The RNN in its original form was notoriously hard to train because of its difficulty 

of learning long-range dependencies [Bengio et. al., 1994; Hochreiter et. al., 2001]. 

Since training occurred through sequential time steps, given a sufficient time gap 

between the inputs passed from an input node to the error calculated from the 

output node, the contribution of the gradient could easily become unstably large, 

or shrink to zero. By 1997, a solution to this problem was found in the creation of 

LSTM cells by Sepp Hochreiter and Jürgen Schmidhuber. An LSTM cell replaces 

the traditional nodes used in the RNN, and contains a set of operations that can 

enable memory within the cell.   

Together with better gradient finding heuristics, such as unfolding neural networks 

into segments in order to train each segment using back-propagation through time 

(BPTT), along with improvements in GPU hardware and availability, RNN 

training today is considered feasible [Lipton et. al., 2015]. By design, the output of 

a RNN depends on arbitrarily distant input, which can makes backpropagation 

computation difficult. Unfolding a RNN essentially removes the recurrences and 

transforms the RNN into a traditional feed-forward graph. This trick has two 

advantages: The learned model always has the same input size regardless of the 

sequence length, and it’s possible to use the same transition function with the 

same parameters at every time step [Goodfellow et. al., 2016]. Modern RNN use 

cases include having being used successfully in various sequential learning 

applications, such as phoneme classification [Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005] and 

handwriting recognition [Graves et. al, 2009].  

 

2.2 Feed-forward neural networks 

 

The theory behind an ordinary feed-forward network architecture is relevant, 

because a common method to train RNNs, which this thesis also makes use of, is 

to approximate it by solving a series of feed-forward networks with fixed time 

steps.  

The input to this particular neural network is an index sequence, and the target is a 

sequence as well. An input sequence can be denoted , , … ,  where 

each data point  is a real-valued vector. Similarly, the target sequence is 

denoted , , … , . A training set is a set of examples, where each 

example is a (input sequence, target sequence) pair. The input data set will be 
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partitioned into smaller windows and then each corresponding label will be a 

window sequence following the training examples consisting of several windows. 

2.2.1 Forward-propagation 

 

We use  to denote discrete time steps. Each node  in the hidden layer has an 

activation function σ ·  that will depend on the task at hand. Its assignment is to 

introduce non-linearity into the model so that it can learn more complex shapes 

than a line, or a hyperplane in higher dimensions. Associated with each edge from 

node  ’ to  is a weight ← ’ . It’s randomly initiated to prevent a bias to any 

particular output, which will slow the learning process down. The value  of each 

neuron  is calculated by applying σ ·  to a weighted sum of the values of its 

input nodes , specifically: 

=  σ ∑ ← ′ ∙ ′′  

Common choices for the activation function include the sigmoid: 𝜎  =  + −𝑧 , the tanh function: 𝜎  =  𝑧 – −𝑧 𝑧 + −𝑧  and the rectified linear unit 

function or ReLU: 𝜎  =  , . In modern neural networks, the default 

recommendation is to use ReLU [Goodfellow et. al, 2016].  

This is known as the forward propagation step. Learning is accomplished by 

iteratively updating each of the weights to minimize a loss function, 𝑟 ,  

which penalizes a value between the output 𝑟  and the target . Choosing the 

most suitable loss function is dependent on the problem domain, which will be 

explored at a later stage.  

 

2.2.2 Back-propagation 

 

The most successful algorithm for training neural networks is the backpropagation 

algorithm. It uses the chain rule to calculate the derivatives of the loss function  

with respect to each parameter in the network. The weights are then adjusted by 

stochastic gradient descent, SGD, using mini-batches. With batch size equal to one, 

the general form of the stochastic gradient update equation is:  ← −  𝜂𝛻  
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where 𝜂 is the learning rate and 𝛻  is the gradient of the objective function  

with respect to the parameter  as calculated on a single training example given by 

the tuple , . The learning rate 𝜂 is often heuristically optimized in order to 

accelerate the training, beginning with a higher value in order to correct large 

errors that occur frequently in the beginning, and gradually reducing to 0 to fine-

tune the remaining training. Two popular optimizers are AdaGrad [Duchi et al., 

2011] and RMSprop [Tieleman and Hinton, 2012]. 

The back-propagation algorithm aims reduce the loss with respect to each 

parameter in the node “chain”, starting from the output layer and going backwards 

through the computational graph until it reaches the input layer. Since each layer 

after the input layer applies a function to the output from the previous layer, the 

back-propagation algorithm utilizes the chain rule to back-propagate the error. 

 

Fig 1: An oversimplification of the computational graph, obtained from a two hidden layer feed-
forward neural network, which results in repeated subexpressions when computing the gradient. 

The same function 𝒇 ∈ ℝ → ℝ is used to change the output of a layer at each step, so that the 

gradient  
𝜹𝜹 = 

𝜹𝜹 𝜹𝜹 𝜹𝜹  [Goodfellow et. al, 2016]. 

 

First, a training example is propagated forward through the network using the 

forward pass, and outputs 𝑟  at the output layer. Then a loss function value 𝑟 ,  is computed at each output node . Then for each  we calculate  = ∑ ← ′ ∙ ′′  
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𝛿 =  𝛿 𝑟 ,𝛿 𝑟 ∙  𝜎′   
to obtain the error from the output layer. Given these values, for each node in the 

immediately prior layer we calculate 𝛿 =  𝜎′ ∑ 𝛿 ∙  ← . 

This calculation is performed successively for each layer prior to the output layer to yield 𝛿 for every node  given the 𝛿-values for each node connected to  by an outgoing edge, 

that is, from a prior layer into each . Each 𝛿 thus represents the derivative 
∂L 𝑝𝑟 ,∂a , 

which is the derivative of the loss function with respect to each node’s incoming 

activation values. Given the values  calculated during the forward pass, and the values ∂  

calculated during the backward pass, the derivative of the loss  with respect to a given 

parameter ← ′  is: 
𝛿𝐿 𝑝𝑟 ,𝛿 ← ′  = ∂ ′ = 𝛻 . 

As such, the gradients with respect to  has been calculated and the weights can now be 

updated using SGD. 

 

2.3 Recurrent neural networks 

 

RNNs are feedforward neural networks augmented by the inclusion of edges that 

span adjacent time steps. A RNN has the ability to selectively pass information 

across sequence steps, while processing sequential data one element at a time. 

Therefore they can model input and output consisting of sequences of elements 

that are not independent, while a normal feed-forward NN cannot. More 

importantly, this sequence can be of arbitrary length. However, ordinary RNNs 

have a serious drawback, which is learning very long-range dependencies. This is 

known as the problem of vanishing and exploding gradients.  
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Fig 2: The objective function for recurrent neural networks often contains sharp nonlinearities in 
parameter space resulting from the multiplication of several parameters and forms a “cliff” 

[Goodfellow et. al. 2016]. These irregular turns give rise to high derivatives when back-propagating, 
and a single gradient update step can move the parameters very far. This is known as an exploding 

gradient. 

The derivative of the error at the output node layer with respect to a very early 

input will either increase exponentially and become unstable, or disappear and 

make no impact at all. This is especially true for RNNs since such models involve 

the multiplication of many factors, one per time step. Despite this serious flaw, 

there have been many training attempts for RNNs that has given promising results 

in the last few years, thanks to improved network architectures and regularization 

techniques, better gradient-following heuristics and the availability of cheap and 

powerful GPUs. Modern RNN architectures have come up with a novel way of 

tackling the gradient issue by introducing two methods, both published in 1997. 

The first one is replacing traditional hidden nodes with Long Short-Term Memory 

cells, a special type of cells capable of remembering state, which will be explored in 

this paper. The second one is a new type of RNN called Bidirectional RNN, which 

enables information to flow from both the future and the past to determine the 

output at any point in the time sequence.  

 

2.3.1 Compared to Markov models 

 

RNNs aren’t the only models capable of representing time dependencies. Markov 

chains have been doing this since 1906, and Hidden Markov Models (HMM), 
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which models an observed sequence as being probabilistically dependent upon a 

sequence of unobserved states, has been widely studied since 1960.  

The reason why Markov models works bad is because when the data set is large, 

that is if the sequence is long, a HMM scales badly. The transition table capturing 

the probability of moving between two time-adjacent states is of size | | . Also, 

the Viterbi algorithm used to find the most likely sequence of hidden states that 

result in a sequence of observed events is | | . In addition, each hidden state 

can only depend on the immediately previous state, so larger context windows are 

hard to model. The hidden values in the RNN makes it possible to encode many 

more states than a HMM would allow. 

 

2.3.2 The RNN architecture 

 

In a RNN it is still not possible to have edges between the nodes within a single 

layer. However, it is possible to have edges that connect adjacent time steps, called 

recurrent edges, thus connecting each “RNN-frame” at a specific time , with the 

other frames in −  and + . In particular there are cycles of length  that are 

self-connections from a node to itself across time.  

At each time step , nodes with recurrent edges receive input from the current data 

point 𝑡  as well from a vector 𝒉 𝑡− , containing hidden node values from the 

network’s previous state. The output 𝑟  at each time t is calculated given the 

hidden node values 𝒉 𝑡  at time . The input at 𝑡−  at time  –   can influence 

the output 𝑟  𝑡  at time  and also later, by using the recurrent edges. 

 

Fig 3: A simplification of a RNN, showing the recurrent edges at each time step t from a hidden 
cell to itself. At each t, activation is passed along solid edges as in a feed-forward NN. The black 

square indicate a delay of one time step. 

The calculations necessary for computation at each time step on the forward pass 

can be described mathematically: 
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𝒉 𝑡 =  𝜎 𝑊 ←ℎ 𝑡 + 𝑊ℎ←ℎ𝒉 𝑡− + 𝒃ℎ  

Here, 𝑊 ←ℎ  is a matrix of conventional weights between the input and the hidden 

layer. It can be seen as a way to extract information from the input to the hidden 

layer. As mentioned before, the weights at initialization should be small enough 

around the origin so that the activation function operates in its linear regime, 

where gradients are the largest. The number of hidden nodes is dependent on the 

task, more nodes allows for more powerful expressiveness at the cost of increased 

memory cost and computation time.  𝑊ℎ←ℎ  is the matrix of recurrent weights 

between the hidden layer and itself at adjacent time steps. This is the crucial self-

defining property of RNNs. This dot product allows information to flow from the 

past into the current time step and is used in conjunction with the information 

from the current time step to calculate the output. 𝒃ℎ is a bias term. 

If the goal is to predict real values by regression, such as the next daily return of an 

index, the very last output value of the previous equation in each training epoch is 

the predicted output such that:  𝑟  = 𝑊 ←ℎ𝒉 𝑡 = 𝑇 + 𝒃 . 

For classification, the output, which is -dimensional, is squashed using the 

softmax function: =  𝑧∑ 𝑧𝐾=1  for = , … ,   𝑟  = 𝑊 ←ℎ𝒉 𝑡 = 𝑇 + 𝒃 . 

The softmax function is a function that takes a vector of real values as input and 

outputs a vector of the same dimension with values between  and  that all add 

up to .  

 

2.3.3 Bias terms 

 

The vectors 𝒃ℎ and 𝒃  are bias parameters, which allow each node to learn an 

offset. This means, a bias function allows for shifting the activation function to the 

left or right. Using this figure of a sigmoid activation function as example:  
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Fig 4: Shifting a sigmoid function by introducing bias. The sigmoid functions are the same but with 

different biases. 

Since the activation function at each node essentially only depends on the weight 

(and input) fed into that node, changing the weight will affect the steepness of the 

sigmoid shape. This is useful but it only allows for flexibility in one dimension. By 

adding a bias term, the line can go to the left and right to fit the prediction with 

the data better. Now, for example, the red version of the sigmoid activation 

function is able to output  for the input  = , instead of ℎ  =. 9 9 . Note that the bias terms are also trained at each time step, so 

they change with the weights. 

 

2.3.4 Unfolding the RNN 

 

A RNN can be approximated as an interconnected series of feed-forward neural 

networks. By design, RNNs depends on arbitrarily distant inputs. This makes 

backpropagation difficult, and in order to make the learning process tractable, it is 

common to unfold the RNN, approximating it. This unfolded version contains a 

fixed number of LSTM inputs and outputs, and the model is trained on this finite 

approximation of the RNN. Input blocks of fixed length is fed to the model at a 

time to be trained on, and a backward pass is performed after each such block. 

After unrolling the RNN, the network can be interpreted not as cyclic, but rather 

as a deep network with one layer per time step and shared weights across time 

steps.  
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2.4 LSTM cells 

 

The main idea of LSTM cells is to help RNNs to capture long-range dependencies. 

In cases where only the immediate previous training points are used to predict the 

next one, for example when predicting the next word in a sentence, RNNs show 

good results. The strength of RNNs is its ability to transfer information from 

previous steps into the current step, and since the information gap between what a 

sentence looks like and what is needed in the next step is small, ordinary RNNs 

can use that information from the past. 

When translated to the challenge at hand, there are reasons to believe that there 

are movements in the underlying asset that reaches far longer than a group of 

training windows will permit. If an ordinary RNN is used, there is a significant risk 

that the trained model is only capable of learning short-term movements, since 

information from even further back in time risks being distorted by the vanishing 

or exploding gradient problem.  

Fortunately, LSTM cells deals with this shortcoming in an effective way. The 

LSTM cells replace the usual hidden units in an ordinary RNN, and similarly to 

leaky units, LSTM cells provide a RNN with paths through time with derivatives 

that neither vanish nor explode. The LSTM cells allow the network to accumulate 

information, and once that information is exhausted, they can allow the network 

to forget the old state, setting it to 0. This is known as “gating” the RNN, which is 

now considered a gated network.  
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Fig 5: The computational graph of the LSTM cell. The three gates called the input gate, the forget 
gate and the output gate regulate the information flowing through the network, following the 

straight arrows starting from the input cell and going out of the output cell. The gates are sigmoidal 
and use pointwise multiplication to interact with the information [Goodfellow et. al. 2016]. 

An input feature is computed with a regular artificial neuron unit. Its value can be 

accumulated into the state unit if the input gate allows it. The state unit of a LSTM 

cell has self-connected loops whose weight is determined by the forget gate. Lastly 

the output can be shut off by the output gate.  The sigmoidal functions’ purpose is 

to add non-linearity. Just like in the ordinary RNN, each cell has the same inputs 

and outputs, but it now comes with more parameters resulting from the added 

gates. For each cell  at time step , the forget gate unit 
𝑡

 sets the self-connected 

weight to a value between 0 and 1 by: 

𝑡 = 𝜎 + ∑ , 𝑡 +  ∑ 𝑊 , ℎ 𝑡−
 

where 𝜎 ∙  is a sigmoidal function, 𝑡  is the current training example and 𝒉 𝑡 is 

the current hidden state, just like the input tuple to an ordinary RNN cell. The 

parameters 𝒃 , 𝑼 , 𝑾 are biases, input weights and recurrent weights for the 

forget gates respectively. The LSTM cell’s internal state, the “state” unit, is now 

updated as follows: 

𝑡 = 𝑡 𝑡− + 𝑡 𝜎 + ∑ , 𝑡 +  ∑ 𝑊 , ℎ 𝑡−
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where 𝒃, 𝑼, 𝑾 denote the bias, input weights and recurrent weights respectively 

into the LSTM cell itself. The external input gate unit 
𝑡

 is computed similarly to 

the forget gate, obtaining a value between 0 and 1, but with its own parameters: 

𝑡 = 𝜎 + ∑ , 𝑡 +  ∑ 𝑊 , ℎ 𝑡−
 

The last gate, the output gate 
𝑡

, is responsible for shutting off the output ℎ 𝑡
 of 

the LSTM cell. It also uses a sigmoid unit for gating: 

𝑡 = 𝜎 + ∑ , 𝑡 +  ∑ 𝑊 , ℎ 𝑡−
 

ℎ 𝑡 = tanh 𝑡 𝑡
 

The parameters 𝒃 , 𝑼 , 𝑾 are the biases, input weights and recurrent weights for 

the output gate. Ultimately, after passing through the three gates, the LSTM cell 

layer contents ℎ 𝑡
 are delivered to the output layer [Goodfellow et. al. 2016]. 

 

2.5 An introduction to technical indicators 

 

Technical indicators are mathematical calculations most commonly based on the 

price or volume of an underlying security and are plotted next to the security to 

give insight about its future movements. This is known as technical analysis. The 

technical indicators that will be used as features in this dataset are Moving Average 

Convergence Divergence (MACD) indicator, and the Relative Strength Index 

(RSI). They are often used in conjunction with many other technical indicators. 

 

2.5.1 MACD 

 

MACD as a technical indicator was created by Gerald Appel in the 1970s [Appel, 

2015]. The idea behind the MACD indicator is to reveal changes in the direction, 

momentum and duration of a trend in a stock or an index’s price. It’s claimed that 

it can reveal subtle changes in a price’s direction because it estimates the velocity, 

the derivative of the price, with respect to time. Since MACD is calculated on long 

and short term moving averages, which by themselves can be interpreted as certain 
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trend indicators, it carries information related to the index and was added as a 

feature.  

The MACD is about the convergence and divergence of two moving averages. 

Convergence occurs when the moving averages move towards each other, and 

divergence occurs when the moving averages move away from each other. The 

MACD chosen for this project is MACD(1, 10, 200) which means it’s based on 1-

day, 10-day and 200-day moving averages. For clarification, the 1-day moving 

average is simply the daily return from one day and the day before, and is used as a 

signal line. The 10-day moving average moves fast, and the long 200-day moving 

average is slower and less reactive to price changes in the underlying security. 

Positive MACD indicates that the 10-day moving average has risen above the 200-

day moving average and means that the upside momentum is increasing. When the 

MACD value is larger than the signal line at that point in time, a positive trend can 

be concluded from the graph. The reverse holds true, which means that the 

momentum of a movement is decreasing if the long-term moving average 

overtakes the short-term, and a negative trend is concluded if the MACD is below 

the signal line. 

 

2.5.1 RSI 

 

The RSI is also a momentum indicator and can be used to analyze the current and 

historical strength of an index based on the closing prices of a recent trading 

period. The most common period is 14 days [Wilder, 1978]. The RSI value is 

measured in a range from 0 to 100, with a “high” value located at 70 and a “low” 
value located at 30, with a high value indicating that the underlying security is 

overbought and a low value indicating that it is oversold. The RSI in turn is based 

on the relative strength, RS, which is calculated as: 

=      

where the gains and losses are simply the closing price difference of one day and 

the day before. The RSI at each time step is then calculated as: 

𝐼 = − +  
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3. Methodology 
 

Because the problem is to investigate if LSTM-RNN can be used to capture the 

complex relationships between time steps and data features, and if this is the case, 

what the optimal parameter settings would be, one set of evaluation metrics and a 

suitable back-end for the experiment needs to be chosen before anything else. 

There are several deep leaning back-ends to choose from; Tensorflow, Keras, 

Torch and Theano being among the widely used ones. The experiment was written 

using Tensorflow due in part to its high flexibility in terms of customization of 

models, saving and restoring models and GPU acceleration, but also due to its well 

documented user manual. 

Drawing inspiration from previous studies, it was known prior to the experiment 

that the idea of using neural networks to learn complex time series was worth a try. 

However, it was not known beforehand whether regression or classification would 

yield the best result, and more importantly, most studies that have been 

encountered in the pre-study are focused on one single feature, and not a 

collection of features. Therefore, the models created for this thesis addresses the 

shortcomings of previous studies by taking several features such as technical 

indicators into account, and are trained not only on the movements of the target 

feature, but the relationships amongst the other features as well. 

The regression model will be evaluated based on a custom objective function, 

which is described in detail below. The classifier model will be compared to a 

baseline classifier that just predicts the next direction to be the majority class, and 

is evaluated based on its precision, recall and F1-score. 

Precision measures the ratio between the correctly classified directions and the 

amount of predictions the model made for that particular direction (for example, 

the number of correctly predicted “up”-movements divided by the number of 

correctly predicted “up”-movements and falsely predicted “up”-movements). 

= true positivestrue positives + false positives 

Recall measures the proportion between the correctly classified directions and the 

total amount of that particular direction (for example, the number of correctly 

predicted “up”-movements divided by all “up”-movements in the dataset):  

= true positivestrue positives + false negatives 
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F1-score is a composite measurement that takes both precision and recall into 

account, and is defined as the harmonic mean between them: 

= ∙ Precision ∙ RecallPrecision + Recall  

3.1 The Tensorflow suite 
 

The project is built using Google’s Tensorflow 1.6.0 for Python, an open-source 

software library for numerical computations, suitable for both small- and large 

scale deep learning projects. By using Tensorflow, the focus isn’t only on building 

the network as described in the previous chapter, but Tensorflow practitioners 

must also comply with a “Tensorflow way” of doing things.  

The key concepts of building a neural network in Tensorflow can be summarized 

in four points: 

 Creating a Tensorflow session, the core of the Tensorflow object model, 

which handles scopes and variable access through time and between 

models 

 Building a computational graph and using its nodes: Placeholders, 

Variables and Tensors 

 Training the model by iteratively calling the Run function of the current 

session on pre-defined Optimization objects 

 Saving and loading existing models to generalize new data by using the 

Saver object 

In order to use GPU acceleration the NVIDIA softwares CUDA Toolkit® and 

cuDNN must be installed. With the practicalities out of the way, the focus will 

now be on the methodical process. The goal is to develop a model that can learn 

the underlying movement pattern in an index series. The idea is to try two 

different types of machine learning models; an autoregressive model and a binary 

classifier. 

3.2 Feature engineering and selection 
 

Trading decisions are not solely made with regards to daily returns, but are also 

widely supported by at least two so called technical indicators: The moving average 

convergence-divergence values (MACD) and the relative strength index (RSI). The 

theory behind these indicators, their calculations and their impact on decision 

making has been covered in the theory chapter. The experiment is performed on 
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the same dataset; a discrete time series of index data known as the S&P500 index. 

The added features has been calculated based on the closing price and added to 

the dataset. The resulting 8 features are: {Open, High, Low, Closing, Volume, D Index, D Index, D RSI} 

The dataset is now structured in rows like: 

Date Open High Low Closing Volume 10D 
Index 

200D 
Index 

14D 
RSI 

1950-
10-20 

19.96 19.96 19.96 19.96 1.84E6 99,700 99,700 58,181 

… … … … … … … … … 

2017-
06-22 

2437,4 2441,62 2433,27 2434,5 3.46821E9 248,633 1187,623 51,405 

 

Table 1: The initial structure of the data features 

The first 200 rows and the last row are dropped, and not used for training and 

valuation respectively. This is because their values are distorted; consider the fact 

that the 200 day index technical indicator is used as a feature. This indicator is 

dependent on the 200 previous values, so training starts at the 201th row. Since the 

goal is to investigate long-term index movements, there is no interest in using 

more frequent data than daily data.  

 

3.2.1 Window partitioning 

 

The first step consists of partitioning the data into “windows”, which are small 

sets of individual data points that are adjacent in the time series. Consider the 

following example of a slice of the S&P500 index, which only contains the date 

and closing price features: 

Date Closing price 

2017-06-01 2430,06 

2017-06-02 2430,07 

2017-06-05 2436,10 

2017-06-06 2429,33 

 

Table 2: The original structure of the data series. The stock exchanges are closed on holidays, 
which explain the gaps in the Date column. 

This data segment can equivalently be re-written as a sequential learning problem 

by reshaping it: 
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X y 

Unknown 2430,06 

2430,06 2430,07 

2430,07 2436,10 

2436,10 2429,33 

2429,33 Unknown 

 

Table 3: The same data, but re-written as a supervised regression problem. The order of data is still 

preserved. 

The new formulation has some interesting properties: 

 Each row represents a time step, and data at each previous time step is 

used as the input X, and the following time step is the output y. 

 The first row is useless, because it contains no information about X. 

 The inherent order of the data points, although shifted, is preserved. 

This method of partitioning is called the sliding windows method, or in 

statistician’s terms it’s known as the lagging method. In a formal way, this 

partitioning can be expressed as using the windows 𝑊  up to 𝑊𝑡 , each window 

containing closing prices  with size  𝑊 = , ,… , −   𝑊 = , + ,… , −   𝑊𝑡 = 𝑡 , 𝑡 + ,… , 𝑡+ −   

to predict the next window 𝑊𝑡+ :  𝑊𝑡+ = 𝑡+ , 𝑡+ + , … , 𝑡+ −  

The end goal is to learn the regression function (𝑊 , 𝑊 ,…,𝑊𝑡) ≈ 𝑊𝑡+ . Every 

existing feature will go through this partitioning process. For the binary 

classification model, the output follows the rule: 

if last_close < next close: 

 y_i = [1, 0] 

else: 

 y_i = [0, 1] 
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3.2.2 Data scaling and normalization 

 

This step regards the scale of data. Since recessions empirically only lasts for a 

couple of years before reverting back, the absolute value of indices tend to 

increase in time given long enough time periods (a theory which itself is the back-

bone for numerous long trading strategies). This numerical property brings about 

the problem that most values in the test set are out of scale, which means that the 

resulting regression model is forced to learn values it has never seen before. 

Therefore, the second step is to normalize the target column, “Closing Price”. For 

the regression task, data normalization is done by using the daily return instead of 

the daily closing price as target, which means each window 𝑊𝑡 at time  becomes 

the normalized window 𝑊𝑡′. All values in each window is divided by the last price 

in 𝑊𝑡− : 

𝑊𝑡′ = 𝑡  𝑡 − , , 𝑡 +  𝑡 − , , … , 𝑡+ −  𝑡 −  

For the binary classification task, data normalization becomes a little trickier. Since 

classification doesn’t predict an exact value, the expected value and variance of the 

future isn’t interesting; only the direction of the movement is. Therefore, each 

window is normalized using z-score normalization, assuming that each window 

doesn’t change much from its past or future: 

for each w_i in W: 

    for  each feature in w_i: 

 feature_i = (feature_i – mean(feature_i)) / 

std(feature_i) 

 

When the data sequence has been partitioned into windows and grouped into 

training examples, it is split into training and testing sets at a 9:1 ratio. 

3.3 Regularization 
 

Dropout, learning rate decay and early stopping was used to prevent overfitting. 
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3.3.1 Dropout 

 

Dropout is a simple way to prevent neural networks from overfitting, and the key 

idea is to ignore the output from randomly chosen hidden cells, with a probability 

dependent on the task, during the training phase.  

 

Fig 6: A feed-forward neural network before and after dropout is applied [Srivastava et.al, 2014]. 

It can be seen as adding a probability factor  to each outgoing weight from a layer, 

essentially transforming  to . Only the “lucky” weights get to transmit their 

contents onto the next layer at each training pass. During testing, many samples 

from networks post-dropout are averaged to produce a prediction together. 

 

3.3.1 Learning rate decay and early stopping 

 

Both learning rate decay and early stopping are well-known, easy regularization 

techniques that prevents overfitting. The idea behind a decaying learning rate is to 

start big, in order to punish big mistakes when finding the gradient, and reducing 

the learning rate over time to 0. Early stopping is a logical condition that simply 

stops training when the testing error stops improving for a fixed number of 

iterations. 

3.4 Stochastic gradient descent 

 

Ordinary gradient descent is an algorithm that repeatedly makes small steps 

downwards an error surface that is defined by a loss function  of some 

parameters, in our case the weights and the biases. The following pseudo-

algorithm will be performed on the whole training set: 

# GRADIENT DESCENT 
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while True: 

    loss = f(params) 

    d_loss_wrt_params = ... # compute gradient 

    params -= learning_rate * d_loss_wrt_params 

    return params if stopping condition is met 

 
Stochastic Gradient Descent works according to the same principles but can 
estimate the gradients much faster by using a few examples at a time instead of the 
entire training set. Imagine the following pseudocode demonstrating the 
estimation of the gradient using only 1 training example at a time: 
 

# SGD 

 

for (x_i,y_i) in training_set:                  

    loss = f(params, x_i, y_i) 

    d_loss_wrt_params = ... # compute gradient 

    params -= learning_rate * d_loss_wrt_params 

    return params if stopping condition is met 

 
The SGD variant used in deep learning is called SGD with minibatches (MSGD). 
It works identically to SGD except more than one training example is used to 
make each estimate of the gradient. This technique reduces the variance in the 

estimate of the gradient. Setting the batch size  can be arbitrary (though 
harmless) [LISA lab, University of Montreal, 2015. Therefore the model will be 
implemented using: 
 

# MSGD 

 

for (x_batch,y_batch) in train_batches:             

    loss = f(params, x_batchvi, y_batch) 

    d_loss_wrt_params = ... # compute gradient 

    params -= learning_rate * d_loss_wrt_params 

    return params if stopping condition is met 

 
 
To understand the whole training set is not needed to compute the gradient, the 
learning rate and what factors that limits it must be considered. Gradient descent 
can be thought of as making a linear approximation to the cost function, and then 
moving negatively along that approximate gradient to reach a local minimum. 
Consider the following equation again: 
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 ← −  𝜂𝛻  

The negative gradient will always be subtracted from the parameter at every 

iteration, thus reaching a point where the loss function is minimized and thereby 

giving an optimal value of . If the cost function is very non-linear, such as the 

mean square error loss function (MSE), only small step sizes can create a good 

approximation of the gradient. In an ordinary gradient descent, the gradient will be 

computed over the entire data set, averaging over potentially a vast amount of 

information, which takes a lot of memory. When  examples is used in a batch, 

 computations is necessary and this uses  memory, but the amount of 

uncertainty, which is the risk of getting into a bad spot such as a saddle point, is 

reduced in the gradient only by a factor of √ ). So, there are diminishing 

marginal returns of putting more examples in the minibatch, in other words, 

setting  too large will not yield better results. Therefore minibatches are the 

preferred way of doing SGD. 

 

3.3 Picking the loss function 
 

The loss function is a crucial ingredient in all optimizing problems, and is heavily 

dependent on the nature of the problem. For financial time series forecasting, 

there is a prevalent notion that it’s better to be wrong on the upside than wrong 

on the downside. Therefore there is a risk that the ubiquitous mean-squared 

forecast error (MSFE) loss function, where = ∑ 𝑟 −= , won’t 
suffice in the regression model since it doesn’t take the sign into account [Lee, 

2007].  

For this problem, the mean absolute forecast errors (MAFE), defined as =∑ | 𝑟 − |=  and a custom loss function are evaluated alongside MSFE. 

The custom loss function has the same behavior as MAFE when the sign is 

correctly predicted, however the loss is penalized for the wrong sign [Davidson-

Pilon, 2015]. 

 

# Custom loss function 

 

def stock_loss(y_true, y_pred): 

 alpha = 100 
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 if y_true * y_pred < 0: 

  loss = alpha * y_pred**2 - sign(y_true)*y_pred 

+ abs(y_true) 

 else: 

  loss = abs(y_true - y_pred) 

  

 return mean(loss) 

 

3.4 Parameter tuning 
 
A grid-search was performed on the parameters of the RNN architecture. Apart 
from the training size, which is fixed to 30 in order to simulate a month of trading, 
the rest of the parameters are variables. 
 
 

Window size Learning 
rate 

#Hidden 
layers 

#LSTM 
cells 

{1-5} {0.01, 0.001, 

0.0001} 

{1,2} {4, 16, 32, 

128, 256} 

Training 
epochs 

Dropout 
probability 

Learning rate 
decay 

Batch 
size 

{25, 50, 100} {0.1-0.5} {0.9-0.99} {32, 64} 

Activation Optimizer Loss function #Features 

 
Regression: 

{tanh, 
Sigmoid, 
ReLU} 

 
Classification: 

{ReLU, 
Softsign} 

 
{AdaGrad, 
RMSprop, 

Adam} 

 
Regression: 

{Custom loss, 
MSFE, MAFE} 

 
Classification: 
Cross entropy 

 
{1-8} 

 
 Table 4: The values chosen for searching the best parameters for both the regression and the 
classification model. 
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4. Results 
 

The results of the two models are presented below. The experiments show that the 

binary classifier works well, but the regression model yields lackluster results. Both 

models outperform guessing randomly, and the classifier outperforms the baseline 

majority class classifier. Increasing the amount of data, both in quantity as well as 

in adding more features, consistently improves both models, which would indicate 

that a trading complement is feasible if relevant data of sufficient quantity is given. 

This topic is explored in the Discussion chapter. 

 

4.1 Multivariate regression 
 

Parameters yielding the best testing results:  

Window size Learning 
rate 

#Hidden layers 

1 0.001 1 

Learning rate 
decay 

Batch size Activation 

0.95 64 ReLU 

#LSTM cells Training 
epochs 

Dropout 
probability 

32  25 0.2 

Optimizer Loss 
function 

#Features 

Adam Custom loss 8 

 

Test characteristics: 

Step / Epoch Learning rate Training loss Testing loss 
Step:1 Epoch:0 0.0010000000 0.376929 0.259365 
Step:201, Epoch:0 0.0010000000 0.026472  0.012921 
Step:401, Epoch:1 0.0010000000 0.013437  0.005916 
Step:601, Epoch:2 0.0010000000 0.018539 0.007463 
Step:801, Epoch:3 0.0010000000 0.014973 0.005758 
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Step:1001, Epoch:4 0.0010000000 0.047765 0.005135 
Step:1201, Epoch:4 0.0010000000 0.009363 0.006321 
Step:1401, Epoch:5 0.0009500000 0.004507 0.005304 
Step:1601, Epoch:6 0.0009025000 0.008784 0.005190 
Step:1801, Epoch:7 0.0008573750 0.004810 0.005081 
Step:2001, Epoch:8 0.0008145062 0.010365 0.005079 
Step:2201, Epoch:8 0.0008145062 0.003108 0.004974 
Step:2401, Epoch:9 0.0007737809 0.003503 0.004934 
Step:2601, Epoch:10 0.0007350919 0.010276 0.004879 
Step:2801, Epoch:11 0.0006983373 0.004082 0.004890 
Step:3001, Epoch:12 0.0006634204 0.003244 0.005726 
Step:3201, Epoch:12 0.0006634204 0.003637 0.004899 
Step:3401, Epoch:13 0.0006302494 0.017283 0.004893 
Step:3601, Epoch:14 0.0005987369 0.005956 0.004893 
Step:3801, Epoch:15 0.0005688001 0.004906 0.004795 
Step:4001, Epoch:16 0.0005403601 0.004587 0.004876 
Step:4201, Epoch:16 0.0005403601 0.005578 0.004810 
Step:4401, Epoch:17 0.0005133421 0.006634 0.004779 
Step:4601, Epoch:18 0.0004876750 0.003703 0.004705 
Step:4801, Epoch:19 0.0004632912 0.003867 0.004726 
Step:5001, Epoch:20 0.0004401267 0.007024  0.004720 
Step:5201, Epoch:20 0.0004401267 0.008360  0.004660 
Step:5401, Epoch:21 0.0004181203 0.009316  0.004707 
Step:5601, Epoch:22 0.0003972143 0.004958  0.004683 
Step:5801, Epoch:23 0.0003773536 0.003409  0.004642 
Step:6001, Epoch:24 0.0003584859 0.003199  0.004669 
Step:6201, Epoch:24 0.0003584859 0.004735  0.004662 
 

Error progress through training:  

 

Fig 7: Train and test errors at each training step 
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Predictions and truths: 

 

Fig 8: Predictions (orange) and truths (blue) plotted against each other over the testing data range 
(838 days) for 1, 2, 10 and 25 epochs starting from top left image, ending in the bottom right image. 

 

The testing period is 838 trading days long, between 2013-12-27 and 2017-06-23. 

If an investor were to invest 100 dollars at the beginning of the testing period, he 

or she would end up with: 

 Model predictions Real S&P500 
returns 

Real OMX30 
returns 

Invested 100 dollars 

at 2013-12-27: 

$ 105.023 $ 131.942 $ 125.610 
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4.2 Multivariate binary classifier 
 

Parameters yielding the best testing results:  

 

Window 
size 

Learning 
rate 

#Hidden 
layers 

LSTM 
size 

1 0.001 1 32  

Training 
epochs 

Dropout 
probability 

Learning rate 
decay 

Batch size 

25 0.2 0.95 64 

Activation Optimizer Loss function #Features 

ReLU Adam Cross entropy 8 

 

Testing characteristics: 

Step / Epoch Learning rate Training 
loss 

Testing 
loss 

Accuracy 

Step:1, Epoch:0 0.0010000000 0.688610 0.719148  0.488 
Step:201, Epoch:0 0.0010000000 0.716581 0.670519 0.588 
Step:401, Epoch:1 0.0010000000 0.720532  0.640190 0.625 
Step:601, Epoch:2 0.0010000000 0.650562 0.625068 0.638 
Step:801, Epoch:3 0.0010000000 0.693367  0.693367 0.658 
Step:1001, Epoch:4 0.0010000000 0.675472 0.621697 0.666 
Step:1201, Epoch:4 0.0010000000 0.632231 0.612971 0.674 
Step:1401, Epoch:5 0.0009000000 0.547918 0.626364 0.658 
Step:1601, Epoch:6  0.0008100000 0.584372 0.609743 0.675 
Step:1801, Epoch:7  0.0007290000 0.631423  0.607464 0.669 
Step:2001, Epoch:8  0.0006561000 0.640386  0.613294 0.668 
Step:2201, Epoch:8  0.0006561000 0.579546 0.601465 0.685 
Step:2401, Epoch:9  0.0005904900 0.650214 0.626130 0.658 
Step:2601, Epoch:10  0.0005314410 0.589087 0.601660 0.693 
Step:2801, Epoch:11  0.0004782969 0.550344  0.599285 0.692 
Step:3001, Epoch:12  0.0004304672 0.602582  0.606564 0.681 
Step:3201, Epoch:12  0.0004304672 0.579772 0.611858 0.666 
Step:3401, Epoch:13  0.0003874205 0.579425 0.605062 0.680 
Step:3601, Epoch:14  0.0003486784 0.634233 0.604741 0.684 
Step:3801, Epoch:15  0.0003138106 0.581595 0.605488 0.692 
Step:4001, Epoch:16  0.0002824295 0.609829 0.606742 0.683 
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Step:4201, Epoch:16  0.0002824295 0.696383  0.607451 0.679 
Step:4401, Epoch:17  0.0002541866 0.568923  0.602812 0.690 
Step:4601, Epoch:18  0.0002287679 0.616505  0.607775 0.678 
Step:4801, Epoch:19 0.0002058911 0.604877 0.604623 0.674 
Step:5001, Epoch:20 0.0001853020 0.620867  0.600678 0.691 
Step:5201, Epoch:20  0.0001853020 0.510797  0.612939  0.677 
Step:5401, Epoch:21  0.0001667718 0.594688  0.608529 0.681 
Step:5601, Epoch:22  0.0001500946 0.597932 0.607424 0.685 
Step:5801, Epoch:23  0.0001350852 0.587301 0.604535 0.684 
Step:6001, Epoch:24  0.0001215767 0.551466  0.598284 0.695 
Step:6201, Epoch:24  0.0001215767 0.539911 0.605644 0.695 

 

Error progress through training: 

 

Fig 9: Train and test errors and the accuracy at each training step 

Confusion matrix: 

 Precision Recall F1-score Count 
0 (Up) 0.77 0.71 0.74 513 
1 (Down) 0.60 0.66 0.63 325 
Average / 
Total 

0.70 0.69 0.70 838 

 

The test data has 475 true positive movements and 363 true negative movements. 

Therefore, for the model to be viable, it must yield better results than a baseline 

model that simply takes the majority class of the movement directions. A zero rule 

classifier, which uses  to select the majority class of the dataset, would guess 

class 0 for ≈ .  % of the time and class 1 for ≈ .  % of the time. As 

a conclusion, the proposed model yields better results than the baseline model. 
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5. Discussion 
 

5.1 Conclusion of results 

 

The regression model does not predict daily returns in a satisfactory way. 

Concluding from the experiments, the regression model is too “conservative” in 

its predictions; its predictions hover close to the mean of the dataset and thus 

cannot follow up on steep changes in daily returns. This is probably due to the 

inherent chaotic nature of the provided dataset, or because there aren’t enough 

features. Both models allows for inputting an arbitrary amount of features, and 

adding more features that correlate with the S&P500 such as the prices of oil, gold, 

and other commodity indices such as agricultural, metals, energy and mining 

together with macroeconomic data such as varying unemployment rates, dollar 

inflation and bond yields would most probably would show more promising 

results. Indeed, there are many factors that influence the movements of the 

S&P500 index that, added together, introduces a significant clutter, or noise, that 

makes regression learning really difficult. While picking the right loss function and 

optimizer is important, the current noise completely dwarfs the improvements 

gained by parameter tweaking.  

The binary classifier fared better on the other hand, primarily because it only needs 

to predict the direction of the movement and not an exact value, which also had 

consequences on how the data was normalized and scaled. This experiment 

suggests that LSTM-RNNs can improve the effectiveness of traditional technical 

analysis when used for pattern analysis. Considering the amount of data at hand, it 

is impressive that the model manages to beat the baseline majority class classifier. 

It would seem that the model can uncover and manage patterns in the data by 

independently learning the underlying relationships of various technical indicators 

on a selected security that a human might overlook, especially non-linear 

relationships. Increasing the quantity and the number of features gave better 

results for both models, so the old machine learning adage that more data yields 

better results seems to hold true for this experiment. It also shows that feature 

engineering and selection is a very important and often overlooked part of 

experimenting, as it requires certain domain knowledge, such as knowing that 

technical indicators can complement index values. 

LSTM-RNN is only one of several promising architectures for financial time series 

forecasting problems. Other architectures that have made progress in this area 

include evolutionary based genetic algorithms or hybrid variants and could be 

incorporated into an ensemble model together with NN-based algorithms. There 
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has been recent research approaches made on sequence-to-sequence neural 

networks capable of not only handling multivariate data, but multimodal data as 

well. This dataset can include tweets, news snippets and opinions about the 

underlying asset, and should serve as a natural starting point for further research 

into this area. A model that takes into account macroeconomic decisions conveyed 

by textual data, such as the outcome of an election, interest rate adjustments or 

political turmoil would address the previously mentioned unpredictability problem 

of the dataset. 

There is reason to believe that more complex such types of models exist for 

various asset classes today, but studies on these are hard to come by. The reason is 

probably the obvious one; they work reasonably well, and the more people that 

add to the clutter, the less effective the models become. Two prominent examples 

of financial institutions that make use of artificial intelligence are the hedge funds 

Two Sigma and Renaissance Technologies.  

 

5.2 Ethical implications 
 

Apart from the social benefit of setting the prices right and thereby enabling 

capital to flow where it is needed the most, the rise of robotized fund management 

has its own risks; the two obvious ones being their resilience to market 

manipulation and how they affect jobs.  

Market manipulation is an attempt to deliberately obstruct any market activity that 

would result in buying and selling a security at the current fair market price. This is 

considered unethical behavior and is illegal in most countries. Naturally, a model 

that is built over finer time steps will be more susceptible to manipulation.  

Further research is needed on how RNN models behave in situations where one 

might suspect financial shenanigans, an interesting question in particular is 

whether it would be possible to gain an unfair advantage over the model. A 

multimodal model would probably be more resilient to this type of activity, since it 

takes more fundamentals into account than just numbers and thus are harder to 

manipulate.  

While demand for data scientists will increase in this field, the demand for 

traditional skill sets in asset management will decrease, which will result in an 

increasing appetite for technological prowess in the capital markets. The fear that 

technology will overtake human jobs in the financial industry is merited, as many 

front-office and back-office jobs have already been drastically reduced. A similar 

effect will likely take place in asset management as well, however a skilled investor 
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that consistently beats the market and brings home high returns will never be 

unemployed. Thus, the AI-fueled job-cutting effect will likely only affect the 

inefficient market players, because no one would like the idea of investing and 

paying management fees to a fund that can’t beat a robot. But speculating the asset 

management industry’s prospect in the long term is difficult, as computers learn to 

factor in many more parameters that affect a particular market than a human 

would be capable of. As with every major paradigm shift in history, we as 

individuals cannot control it, stop it or even slow it. We can only react and adapt, 

and hope that in the future, it has all been for the greater good. 
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Appendix: Technical specifications 
 

The experiments were written in Python 3.6, using Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 with the 

following configuration: 

Keras==2.1.6 

numpy==1.14.2 

pandas==0.22.0 

plotly==2.5.0 

scikit-learn==0.19.1 

scipy==1.0.0 

seaborn==0.8.1 

sklearn==0.0 

tensorflow==1.6.0 

tensorflow-gpu==1.8.0 

xlrd==1.1.0 

 

The following utility toolkits are used for GPU acceleration: 

CUDA® Toolkit==9.0 

cuDNN==7.0 

 

The hardware used for implementation is: 

Processor==Intel Core i5 4690K at 3.50GHz 

RAM==8GB DDR3 at 666MHz 

GPU==ASUS 4095MB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070  
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